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1. Challenging world of making statistics



Errors, 

missingness and 

uncertainties of 
statistical data

Carelessness in 

responding
Holes in data 

matrix



Requirements for data and results

• Consistency requirements for data and results

– Constraints: some variable entities must fulfill conditions (e.g. partial

sums to total sum in Structural Business Statistics) 

– More general consistency expectations:  variable entities must be in a 

”sensible range” � danger of subjective and varying corrections

without clear reasoning

• Fullness requirements for data

– In some data no item nonresponse can exist (e.g. further use of data)

– It may happen that there are no clear rules for when item nonresponse

is allowed in the final data � varying correction practices

• Quality requirements

– Sometimes quality requirements for results are set, and they must be

taken into account in data handling during processing

– Quality of editing and imputation is rarely studied, and almost always

there are no criteria set for that

• Time table requirements



• Not enough knowledge on what editing 

methods could be carried out in what data 

/ error situation

• Afraid of choosing ”difficult” statistical 

method because of lacking knowledge and 

lack of existing methodological support

• The simplest imputation alternative is 

often chosen and there is no background 

work for improving the quality of 

imputation (e.g. nonresponse analysis)

• No theoretical information available for 

testing different editing methods and how 

to carry out them with software

CHOICES OF METHODS

• Timetables and work resources create limits

• Historic data and reference data, how easily 

they can be utilized

• In which phases which actions should be 

carried out: data receiving phase, separate 

data, combined data 

• In some tasks there are no tailor-made IT 

tools, in some tasks tools can be available, 

but there is no experience of use � choosing 

a simple method (not necessary bad as such)

• Lack of information of good E&I practices

• Uncertainty of the sensible order of carrying 

out E&I operations

DECISIONS ON CONDUCTING EDITING



• Too much manual error recognition (due to 

error lists) and lack of evaluation of cases: 

”drowning into” the sea of observations and 

variable values to be checked

• With an entity of many variables the error 

localization may cause trouble: ”lost in error 

situation”, no certanty where the error is

• The routine of decisions lacking in different 

error situations � choosing the same action 

as always before

CARRYING OUT ERROR RECOGNITION

• Much too often fetching values / making 

callbacks also in nonsignificant cases

• In some statistics laborious comparison and 

data fetching processes

• Lacking systematic style of further actions, 

needless returns in editing and imputation

• Corrections dispersed in different programs 

or applications, corrections written every 

time as program lines

• Problems with coordination of corrections / 

imputations and realizing constraints

• During operations there is no statistical 

information about corrections and their 

effect on results

CARRYING OUT FURTHER ACTIONS AND ERROR 

CORRECTION



2. Process model for editing

At first some background …



Generic Statistical Business Process Model

Process

Phases

Sub-

processes

(Descriptions)

From Steven Vale’s presentation in UNECE meeting 2011, Ljubljana, Slovenia



Why do we need a model?

• To define and describe statistical processes in a 
coherent way

• To standardize process terminology

• To compare / benchmark processes within and 
between organisations

• To identify synergies between processes

• To inform decisions on systems architectures 
and organisation of resources

From Steven Vale’s presentation in UNECE meeting 2011, Ljubljana, Slovenia



Standardization as key approach:

Getting rid of all unnecessary variations

• Production processes: GSBPM

• Production/information standards: GSIM to-be

• Methodology:

– Standardization ≠ Single solu<on

– Recommended/common solution = point-of-departure

– Deviation allowed, if justified = impetus for auditing

– Over time, standardization generates a method library

• IT:

– General statistical systems

– Architectural design

– Engineering principles

From Li-Chun Zhang’s presentation about industrialization of editing in UNECE 

meeting 2011, Ljubljana, Slovenia



Data studies and planning of 

editing process

Editing process

Process and quality

evaluation

Draft, english terms not necessary in final form

Process model for editing



Data studies and planning of 

editing process

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

� Gives an overview on the 
substance state of current data 
(raw or partially processed)

� Analysis based on prepared programs is tabulation and calculation of statistics
with relevant subgroups targeted to variables essential for editing process. Some
statistics can be defined as ”State of data” indicators, which can be calculated at 
subsequent phases as well for evaluating the development of editing (resembling
Canada’s ”rolling estimates”).

� Interactive data study is interactive analysis based on the experiences of the 
researcher using suitable IT solutions (analysis methods, graphical methods, 
observation value views) � might catch those (possibly new) characteristics, which
cannot be found with prepared programs or further studies are needed based on 
prepared program studies



Data studies and planning of 

editing process

ERROR DIAGNOSTICS

� Making an overview on typical 
errors in the data and possible 
changes in the error profile of the 
data.  
� For this phase there should be 
patterns of useful study practices in 
different data contexts.

� Here the error identification (this variable value in this particular observation is 
erroneous) is not the goal, though in some cases the errors could be identified.

� Analysis based on prepared programs includes tabulations of fatal errors and 
clear suspicions found in the data.

� Interactive data study is (as in preliminary analysis phase) interactive analysis
based on the experiences of the researcher using suitable IT solutions (analysis
methods, graphical methods, observation value views). At this phase the goal is to 
find errors (e.g. systematic), which could not be revealed with previous error
procedures.

� Without this phase the new development of error recognition occurs only when
new kind of errors are noticed in the editing phase, quite often by chance.



Editing process

(in general)

� Editing process can include several error identification and correction
actions � iterative

� Error identification includes actions, which result to identifying certain and 
possible error at the observation level or at the group of observations 
level.

� Error correction realises corrections of all or some identified errors 
following the decisions made at the error identification phase.

� All editing is realised
in the phase of 
editing process



Data processing

Realisation of 

information view for 

error identification

Evaluation of the error 

identification and 

decisions of further 

measures

Editing process

ERROR IDENTIFICATION
(probably subject to further specification)



Correction of 

identified errors

Evaluation of realisation 

of correction ; 

calculation of ”state of 

data” indicators

Controlling constraints of 

the edited data and 

possible corrections

Editing process

ERROR CORRECTION



Process and quality

evaluation

� Indicators describing the editing process
� ”State of data” indicators (essential estimates at the population level
and in relevant subgroups, as in preliminary analysis and during editing
process)
� Indicators revealing the influence of editing on result s
� Indicators in relation with previous results

� Process and quality can
be evaluated with
indicators, which should
be calculated
automatically. The 
process of calculation is in 
a constant form.

See Saara Oinonen’s presentation 
and paper



DATA STUDIES AND 

PLANNING OF EDITING 
PROCESS

EDITING PROCESS

PROCESS AND 
QUALITY EVALUATION

METHODOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES

IT RESOURCES PRELIMINARY 

OPERATIONS BY THE 
STATISTICS MAKERS

METADATA / 

PROCESS 
DATA

3. Realisation of the process model: 

methodologies, practices, IT solutions

DATA  AND 

E&I 
INDICATORS



Methodology bank

Measures describing the 

data

Refining the data Search of value Creating value

Realisation of unit view

Realisation of listing view

Calculation of statistical 

measures

Realisation of tabulation

Realisation of analytical 

measures

Realisation of graphics

Edit rules

Analytic processing 

Macro level processing

Significance evaluation

Non-processed search of value

Defined search of value

Methodological search of value

Non-processing creation of value

Value with decision rule

Value with calculating statistics

Value with modelling

Value with constraint application
Setting the value

Inputting value

Setting values with written 

program lines

Values with predefined programs

� The actions realised in the editing model are supported with the knowledge
included in the methodology bank, which describes the methods included in
the methodology groups in the different phases of the editing model.

� Method as a term can be considered here broadly: in addition to statistical,
mathematical and logical actions it includes consistent courses of actions.

� The structure of the methodology bank follows strictly the methodology
groups appearing in the editing model.

METHODOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES



Concept library

� Concept library defines the concepts used in the
model and the methodology bank

� Methodology bank and concept library should be easily
available whenever needed (e.g. wiki-based). These
could be utilised for the documentation of the quality of
editing.

METHODOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES



Instructions for actions at 

different phases 

� In the process model of editing statistics makers do 
decisions about actions to be done in different 
phases. The decisions are based on previous 
information and current data based information. 
The actions are carried out with chosen methods
taking into account the characters of the data. 

� For decisions (forthcoming actions and choices of 
methods), and for interpretations and 
evaluations of the results gained before and 
during processes and for actions required for 
realizing the methods there must be instruction 
collection, which helps during different phases. 

� The instruction collection is based on research 
work and recommendations, international 
experiences and practices and Statistical office’s  
experiences on data sets, error types and 
practices.

METHODOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES



IT solutionsIT RESOURCES

1) IT environment should provide solutions to methods existing in the methodology 

bank (e.g. modules, procedures, macro packages) or at least a flexible platform to 

construct a program or other ways of action for the method. For larger entities of 

methods and practices it may provide applications or systems. The environment 

can include existing software (e.g. Banff, Selekt, LogiPlus) for the realization of 

some parts.

2) IT environment should allow flexible processing and obtaining of metadata and 

process data in order to control the process (E&I indicators) and the state of data 

(data indicators) during process and evaluating the quality of the final data.

METADATA / 

PROCESS 
DATA 

DATA  AND 

E&I 
INDICATORS

DATA STUDIES AND 

PLANNING OF EDITING 
PROCESS

EDITING PROCESS

PROCESS AND 
QUALITY EVALUATION



FROM
-User’s programming

-Manual written 

updates of programs

TO
-Use of modules, procedures, 

macros, applications

-Case specific information, 

modification information, 

methodological choices with 

parameterization

EXAMPLES



BANFF (Statistics Canada)

ADD-IN in SAS EG

PROJECT FORM in 

SAS EG



BANFF (Statistics Canada)

PROCEDURE 

FORM in SAS 

BASE / EGBANFF PROCESSOR



SELEKT (Statistics Sweden) Based on very sophisticated and advanced 

macro system



Preparations for 

Selekt (Statistics Finland)




